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Abstract
An elementary approach is given to studying the recurrence relations associated with general-
ized heaps (or d-heaps), cost of optimal merge, and generalized divide-and-conquer minimization
problems. We derive exact formulae for the solutions of all such recurrences and give some ap-
plications. In particular, we present a precise probabilistic analysis of Floyd’s algorithm for
constructing d-heaps when the input is randomly given. A variant of d-heap having some in-
teresting combinatorial properties is also introduced. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let {gn}n¿1 be a given sequence. Consider the heap recurrence (cf. [14, 20])
fn = f2log2(2n=3)−1 + fn−2log2(2n=3) + gn (n¿ 2)
with f1 given. Besides its close relationship with cost of algorithms on heaps, such
a recurrence with minor modiBcation (shifting n by 1) describes the cost of queue-
mergesort proposed by Golin and Sedgewick [11] and the cost of the optimal merge
predicted by Hu<man coding as discussed by Glassey and Karp [8]. It also appeared
naturally as the solution of the recurrence based on minimization
n = min
16j6n=2
(j + n−j) + gn (n¿ 2)
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with 1 given, when the sequence gn is increasing and concave; see [2, 8, 13] for details.
This paper is mainly concerned with generalizations of these problems to higher orders
(or dimensions). We will give exact solutions for each of these recurrences and indicate
some applications.
Consider Brst heaps. The usual heap structure, when viewed as binary trees, admits
natural d-ary (d¿3) tree generalizations, which we will refer to as d-heaps in this
paper; cf. [15, 17]. The d-heap is a d-ary tree with the heap property: the value of
each node in the tree is not greater than that of its parent. Also keys in nodes are
usually stored levelwise in a left-to-right order in contiguous locations, introducing
another feature of heaps. In addition to their priority queue character, d-heaps are also
suitable for sorting; it was observed that such sorting algorithms are more eKcient than
the usual heapsort (d=2) if the branching factor d is properly chosen (usually d=3 or
4); see [4, 10, 17–19]. Write n=	h+m, where 	h=(dh−1)=(d−1) with h= logd((n−
1)(d− 1)+1) and 16m6dh. Inheriting the structural characteristics of heap, d-heap
has at most one incomplete subtree of the root and whose leaves all locate at the last
two levels, and the sizes of the remaining complete subtrees of root are 	h or 	h−1.
The combinatorial structure of d-heaps naturally leads to the following recurrence:
An =
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
A	h +
(
d−
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
− 1
)
A	h−1 + A + gn (n¿ 2);
where  = (n) = n−m=dh−1	h− (d−m=dh−1−1)	h−1−1. Note that when d = 2,
An reduces to fn.
Consider now optimal merge. The optimum strategy for merging sorted Bles into
a longer ordered Ble is a classical subject in computer algorithms; see [16] for more
information. In particular, Knuth (cf. [16, Section 5:4:9]) used the usual Hu<man coding
algorithm to construct an optimal tree associated with the optimal merge pattern. Such
an algorithm can be implemented with a queue, which in the case d=2 essentially
reduces to the merge patterns in [8] for Hu<man trees, in [21] for a variant of mergesort
and in [11] for queue-mergesort. If the input subBles are of unit length, then the optimal
merge pattern naturally introduces the following recurrence: B1 = g1, Bn= ng1 + gn for
1¡n¡d, and
Bn =
⌊
n− dL
dL−1(d− 1)
⌋
BdL +
(
d−
⌊
n− dL
dL−1(d− 1)
⌋
− 1
)
BdL−1
+B + gn (n¿ d); (1)
where L= logd n and = (n)= n − (n − dL)=(dL−1(d − 1))dL − (d − (n − dL)=
(dL−1(d − 1)) − 1)dL−1, see Section 2.2 for details. Note that the recurrence is not
the same as that for An. Also for d=2, Bn reduces to the cost recurrence of queue-
mergesort [3].
The recurrences satisBed by An and Bn can also be viewed from the usual divide-
and-conquer perspective: divide the given problem of size n into d subproblems with
g(n) the “merge” cost. Note that the associated d-ary trees of Bn and An+(n−1)=(d−1)
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Fig. 1. The quaternary tree with 10 leaves represents the tree structure of 4-heap with n=13 as well as the
optimal merge tree for n=10.
have the same shape (see Fig. 1), the di<erence being the number of external nodes (n)
and all nodes (n + (n − 1)=(d − 1)). In particular, this relation holds for
d=2.
In general, the cost of the optimal merge strategy can be formulated as the solution
to the following divide-and-conquer recurrence with minimization
Fn = min
n1+···+nd=n
(Fn1 +Fn2 + · · ·+Fnd) + gn; (2)
where 16nj¡n for 16j6d and gn is the merge cost. Batty et al. [1] showed that if
gn is increasing and convex then the minimum value of Fn is attained for nj = (n+
j−1)=d, namely, n is divided as evenly as possible into d parts; on the other hand, if
gn is increasing and concave, then the best dividing rule is the underlying one of Bn,
which might be termed as the “balanced power-of-d” rule. This generalizes the results
in [13, 8]. In particular, for the optimal d-way merge pattern when given n Bles of the
same length, we have g1= 0 and gn= n; so that gn is increasing and concave, implying
that the cost of the best strategy is given by (1). The case d=2 is discussed in details
in [3].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive exact solutions for the
recurrences associated with d-heaps, the optimal merge strategy and the generalized
divide-and-conquer minimization problem. We show that the structures of the optimal
merge trees and d-heaps are essentially equivalent (in terms of their shapes). As appli-
cations of the exact solutions, a probabilistic analysis of an algorithm extending that of
Floyd [6] for constructing heaps is given in Section 3 under the uniform permutation
model. Finally, we study a variant of d-heaps in Section 4, introducing yet another
type of recurrence.
2. d -heaps, optimum merging and recurrence with minimization
In this section, we study Brst the d-heap recurrence; then we discuss optimal merge
patterns and the relationship between d-heap recurrence and optimal merge cost. We
also solve the generalized divide-and-conquer minimization problems.
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Fig. 2. The 4-heap with size 16= (100)4. All numbers are written in their quaternary representation.
2.1. Recurrence on d-heaps
As already described in the Introduction, a d-heap is an array with the heap property
and all nodes except at most one have either 0 or d children (when viewed as a d-ary
tree). Fig. 2 gives the structure of a 4-heap.
Such d-heaps di<er from the usual binary heaps (2-heaps) in the following way:
the children of the node with address p have addresses dp+ j for j=1; : : : ; d instead
of for j=0; : : : ; d − 1 as in the binary case. Thus, we suggest a new generalized
heap structure in the last section sharing the same addressing scheme with binary
heaps.
A d-heap has at most one incomplete subtree at each level and its leaves appear only
at the last two levels. Let 	k =(dk − 1)=(d− 1) and n= 	h + m where 16m6dh and
h= logd((n− 1)(d− 1) + 1). For a given sequence {gn}n¿1, the d-heap recurrence
is of the form A0= 0, A1= g1, and
An =
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
A	h +
(
d−
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
− 1
)
A	h−1 + A + gn (n¿ 2); (3)
where = (n)= 	h−1 +m− m=dh−1dh−1. To the best of our knowledge, this recur-
rence Brst appeared implicitly in [7] for optimal merge patterns and its optimality was
shown in [9].
Lemma 1. For n¿2; if n= 	h=(dh − 1)=(d − 1); the solution An of the d-heap re-
currence (3) is given by
A	h =
∑
16k6h
dh−kg	k : (4)
Proof. By (3), we have
A	h = dA	h−1 − A	h−1 + A	h−1 + g	h
= dA	h−1 + g	h :
Iterating and simplifying yield formula (4).
Let {x} denote the fraction part of x.
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Theorem 1. For n¿2; the solution An of the d-heap recurrence (3) is given by
An =
∑
16k6h
(⌊ n
dk−1
⌋
−
⌊ n
dk
⌋
− 1 + k(n)
)
g	k +
∑
16k6h
gk +
⌊
n− 	h
dh
⌋
gdh ;
(5)
where k = 	k + m− m=dkdk for 16k6h and
k(n) =
⌊{ 	h
dk
}
+
{ m
dk
}⌋
−
⌊{ 	h
dk−1
}
+
{ m
dk−1
}⌋
: (6)
Proof. Rewrite (3) as
An =
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
A	h +
(
d−
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
− 1
)
A	h−1 + Ah−1 + gh :
When n= h−1, we have
Ah−1 =
(⌊ m
dh−2
⌋
− d
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋)
A	h−1 +
(
d+ d
⌊ m
dh−1
⌋
−
⌊ m
dh−2
⌋
− 1
)
A	h−2
+Ah−2 + gh−1 : (7)
Applying (4) and (7) iteratively, we obtain An=
∑
06j6h Gj , where
Gj =
∑
16k6(h−j−1)
dh−j−k−1(d− 1)
(⌊
j − 	j
dh−j−1
⌋
+ 1
)
g	k +
⌊
j − 	j
dh−j−1
⌋
g	j + gj :
Interchanging the order of summation and calculating further yield
An =
∑
16k6h
(⌊ m
dk−1
⌋
−
⌊ m
dk
⌋
+ dh−k − 1
)
g	k +
∑
16k6h
gk +
⌊ m
dh
⌋
gdh :
Formula (5) follows from replacing m by n− 	h.
Corollary 1. Assume that An satis8es the d-heap recurrence (3) and gn=O(1); then
An= cn+O(log n) where c=(d− 1)
∑
k¿1 g	k =d
k .
In particular, when d=2, An reduces to the heap recurrence in [14]. Observe that
k(n) is a function assuming only values 0; 1, or 2.
2.2. Optimal merge trees and d-heaps
We briePy describe the optimal algorithm given in [16] for merging Bles with unit
length. Start with n Bles of the same unit length and arrange these items in a queue.
Then insert n0 virtual Bles of zero length in the head of the queue, where 06n06d−1
and (d− 1) divides (n+ n0− 1). Then remove and merge the Brst d lists into one and
put the new merged Ble at the tail of the queue. Repeat the above steps until only a
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Fig. 3. The optimal merge pattern for n=12 and d=4.
single item remains in the queue. An example with n=12 and d=4 is given in Fig. 3.
This d-way merge algorithm is essentially the queue-mergesort generalized to higher
order.
Let n=(LL−1 : : : 0)d, where L= logd n. The above process introduces the
following recurrence for optimum merge cost Bn: B0 = 0; B1 = g1; Bn= ng1 + gn if
1¡n¡d, and
Bn =
⌊
n− dL
dL−1(d− 1)
⌋
BdL +
(
d−
⌊
n− dL
dL−1(d− 1)
⌋
− 1
)
BdL−1
+B + gn (n¿ d); (8)
where = (n)= n−(n−dL)=dL−1(d−1)dL− (d−(n−dL)=dL−1(d−1)−1)dL−1.
The method of proof of Theorem 1 applies mutatis mutandis to (8); the result is
given as follows:
Theorem 2. For n¿d; the solution Bn of the optimum merge cost (8) is given by
Bn =
∑
06k6L
(⌊ n
dk
⌋
− 1 + k(n)
)
gdk +
∑
06k6L
gsk ;
where
k(n) =
{
{ n−1d−1} if k = 0;

∑
k−16j6L j−1
d−1  − 
∑
k6j6L j−1
d−1  if 16 k 6 L
and sL= n; sk =(Dkk−1 : : : 0)d with Dk =1+ {(
∑
k6j6L j − 1)=(d− 1)}(d− 1) for
06k6L− 1.
Theorem 3. The tree created according to the d-ary optimal merge algorithm for n
unit-length items is homeomorphic to a d-heap with n+ (n− 1)=(d− 1) elements.
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The proof follows the same Hu<man-coding argument used in [3, 8] and is omitted
here.
2.3. Divide-and-conquer recurrences with minimization
Batty et al. [1] studied the divide-and-conquer recurrence with minimization (2);
they identiBed the best dividing rules when g is increasing and is either concave or
convex. We give here more explicit solutions to these best rules.
Theorem 4. For n¿d; the solution Fn of the divide-and-conquer recurrence with
minimization (2) is given by
(i) if gn is increasing and convex; then
Fn =
∑
16k6L
dk
[(
1−
{ n
dk
})
gn=dk +
{ n
dk
}
gn=dk+1
]
+ {dL=1}2(n− dL)g1 + {dL 	=1}ng1; (9)
where P=1 if property P holds and P=0 otherwise;
(ii) if gn is increasing and concave; then Fn=Bn (in Theorem 2).
Proof (Sketch): DeBne F0 = 0 and F1 = g1. In case (i), we are solving the recurrence
(cf. [1])
Fn =
∑
16j6d
F(n+j−1)=d + g(n): (10)
We apply the argument used in [12]. Rewrite (10) as follows:
Fn = d
(
1−
{ n
d
})
Fn=d + d
{ n
d
}
Fn=d+1 + gn:
Iterating L− 1 times yields
Fn =
∑
16k6L
dk
[(
1−
{ n
dk
})
gn=dk +
{ n
dk
}
gn=dk+1
]
+
{
2(n− dL)g1 if dL = 1;
ng1 if dL 	= 1;
from which (9) follows.
A well-studied example of the above type is the partial sum of the sum-of-digits
functions. Let Sd(n) denote the sum-of-digits function of n when written in d-ary
representation. Then the partial sum T (n) :=
∑
k¡n Sd(k) satisBes
T (n) =
∑
16j6d
( ∑
k¡(n+j−1)=d
Sd(k)
)
+
∑
16j6d
(d− j)(n+ j − 1)=d
=
∑
16j6d
T ((n+ j − 1)=d) + gn;
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where g1 = 0 and for n¿2
gn =
∑
16j6d
(d− j)(n+ j − 1)=d = d(d− 1)
2
⌊ n
d
⌋
+
d
2
{ n
d
}(
d
{ n
d
}
− 1
)
:
Thus by (9), we obtain
T (n) =
∑
06j6L
djgn=dj +
∑
06j6L
dj
{ n
dj
}
(gn=dj+1 − gn=dj)
=
d− 1
2
n logd n+O(n):
The O-term can, of course, be further expanded in more explicit form; see [5] and the
references therein for more information.
3. The cost of constructing d -heaps
We apply in this section Theorem 1 to the analysis of algorithms for constructing
d-heaps.
Floyd’s algorithm for constructing binary heaps extends in a straightforward way
to d-heaps. The worst-case cost is linear. Assume that all the n! permutations of n
elements are equally likely. Then this algorithm also preserves randomness (cf. [16,
p. 155]); that is, all d-heaps of size n are equally likely to be generated by Floyd’s
algorithm when given a random permutation.
Let n= 	h +m where 	h=(dh − 1)=(d− 1) and h= logd((n− 1)(d− 1) + 1). We
denote by Xn the number of exchanges used by Floyd’s algorithm to construct a d-heap
from a random permutation.
Theorem 5. Given a random permutation of n elements; the number Xn of exchanges
used by Floyd’s algorithm to construct a d-heap satis8es
E(Xn) = c1n+O(log n); (11)
Var(Xn) = c2n+O(log n); (12)
where
c1 =− 1d− 1 + (d− 1)
∑
k¿2
k
dk − 1 ;
c2 =
d
(d− 1)2 +
∑
k¿1
(k − 1)(kd2 + d2 − 3kd+ 3d+ 2k)
dk − 1
− (d− 1) ∑
k¿1
k2
(dk − 1)2 :
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Proof. The mean E(Xn) satisBes the d-heap recurrence (3) with gn the average height
of a node in a random d-heap of size n; that is
gn =
1
n
∑
16k6n
logd((k − 1)(d− 1) + 1) = h+
h
(d− 1)n −
dh+1 − d
(d− 1)2n :
Applying Corollary 1, we obtain (11).
Similarly, the variance Var(Xn) of Xn satisBes the d-heap recurrence (3) with
gn =
1
n
∑
16k6n
logd((k − 1)(d− 1) + 1)2
−
(
1
n
∑
16k6n
logd((k − 1)(d− 1) + 1)
)2
=
h2
n
+
(1− 2h)dh+2 + (2h+ 1)dh+1 − d3h2 + 4d2h2 − 5dh2 + 2h2 − d2 − d
(d− 1)3n
+
2dh+1h− 2dh
(d− 1)2n −
2h2
(d− 1)n +
−d2h+2 + 2dh+2 − d2
(d− 1)4n2
+
2dh+1h− 2dh
(d− 1)3n2 −
h2
(d− 1)2n2 ;
by partial summation. Applying Corollary 1 again, we obtain (12).
Note that the error term O(log n) can be further reBned but the result is not inter-
esting. Also by a result of Hwang and Steyaert [14], we can show that the distribution
of Xn is asymptotically normal.
4. Another generalized heap recurrence
We present in this section another way of generalizing the binary heap in which
the addresses of the children of a node p are given by dp + j, for 06j6d −
1; we will call such structures d∗-heaps. The corresponding recurrence is also
studied.
A d∗-heap is almost a d-heap with the sole exception that the root has branch factor
d−1 instead of d. Fig. 4 shows the structure of a 4∗-heap. In this way, the addressing
scheme of d∗-heap is consistent with the binary heap. Conversely, the parent of an
internal node at p is at p=d. Assume that n−1= (′‘′‘−1 : : : ′0)d and ‘= logd(n−1).
Then such a structure introduces the following recurrence: C0 = 0, Cn=(n− 1)g1 + gn
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Fig. 4. The 4∗-heap with size 16= (100)4. Numbers in all nodes are expressed in terms of their quaternary
representations.
for 16n6d, and
Cn =
(⌊
n− 1
d‘
⌋
− 1
)
A	‘+1 +
(
d−
⌊
n− 1
d‘
⌋
− 1
)
A	‘ + A& + gn (n ¿ d);
(13)
where &= &(n)= n − ((n − 1)=d‘ − 1)	‘+1 − (d − (n − 1)=d‘ − 1)	‘ − 1 and An
satisBes the d-heap recurrence. We can solve the above recurrence as for (3).
Theorem 6. For n¿d; the solution Cn of the d∗-heap recurrence (13) is given by
Cn =
∑
16k6‘
(⌊
n− 1
dk−1
⌋
−
⌊
n− 1
dk
⌋
− 1
)
g	k +
∑
06k6‘+1
gtk ; (14)
where t‘+1 = n; tk =1 +
∑
06j6k−1(
′
j + 1)d
j for 16k6‘; and t0 = 0.
Note that the explicit expression of (14) does not contain the factor k(n) of The-
orem 1.
Theorem 7. Given a random permutation of n elements; the number Yn of exchanges
used by Floyd’s algorithm to construct a d∗-heap satis8es
E(Yn) = c3n+O(log n);
Var(Yn) = c4n+O(log n);
where
c3 =
1
d− 1 ;
c4 =
4
d− 1 − 2(d− 1)
∑
k¿2
k
dk − 1 :
Proof (Sketch): Apply Theorem 6 with
gn =
1
n
( ∑
26k6n
(logd(k − 1)+ 1)
)
= ‘ − d
l+1 − 1
(d− 1)n + 1
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for the mean and
gn =
1
n
∑
26k6n
(logd(k − 1)+ 1)2 −
(
1
n
∑
26k6n
(logd(k − 1)+ 1)
)2
=
−d2l+2 + 2dl+1 − 1
(d− 1)2n2 +
(1− 2l)dl+2 + (1 + 2l)dl+1 + d2 − d
(d− 1)2n
+
2dl+1l + 2d− 2l − 2
(d− 1)n +
1
n
for the variance.
We can also prove the asymptotic normality (in the sense of convergence in distri-
bution) of Yn.
Note that the two constants c1 and c3 both decrease with d.
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